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Love is in the air--or at least it should be on Hearts and Hooves Day! But when an outbreak of the

pony sniffles turns this loving holiday into a disaster, Princess Cadance must find a way to get

everypony through the winter blues. And what better way than a Garden Hearts Celebration? With

helping hooves from Crystal Empire School students, Cadance creates a garden of beautiful

wonders to lift spirits. However, not long after the festival's in blood, strange things start to happen.

Some ponies can't stop giggling and others seem hypnotized. It's up to Cadance to find the root of

the problem! Â© Hasbro 2016. All Rights Reserved.
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So...this is it, right? The final Princess Book? I wonder if Twilight is jealous, because the other three

got hardback books while she just got a paperback one. Although, hers was the first, so there's

that...Reader, ye be warned here and now: I'm pretty sure this book contains SPOILERS for

upcoming season six episodes. Or maybe it's just one episode. I don't know, as I haven't seen the

episode(s) yet. Or maybe G.M. Berrow is just inventing stuff, in which case, can I get another

Princess Cadance book please? Because this Alicorn has a backstory that I would like to hear.Oh,

minor spoilers for the book too, as well as the first two episodes of season 6.So, the Crystal Empire

isn't fairing too well at the moment. After the events of The Crystalling, in which Cadance's and



Shining Armor's daughter, Flurry Heart, shattered the Crystal Heart, the Crystal Heart has been a bit

unstable. Cadance has been trying to keep it together using her magic--remember, she is the

Princess of Love and the Crystal Heart is powered by Love--but it's getting harder and harder for

her. She had planned to throw a huge party by gathering all the Crystal ponies and have their love

power the thing, but over half the citizens are sick and can't make it. What's a Princess to

do?Apparently, have a vision of the future (yeah...we'll get to that in a second) of a garden, with lots

of ponies in it laughing and having a good time. Thus, Cadance sets off to restore the Crystal

Palace's old garden in hopes of making her vision of laughing ponies come true. But she's not doing

it alone. Figuring that maybe some little foals (although the book calls them teenagers, which I had a

really hard time swallowing so we'll just say they're the same age as the CMC) would like to help,

she recruits a class touring the castle to come play in the dirt with her.Too bad one of the fillies in

the group doesn't appreciate it, and sets out to ruin everyone's time. What follows is a little bit of a

brat pony who endangers the ENTIRE CRYSTAL EMPIRE out of spite (although she didn't mean for

it to go that far...), Cadance learning that her future vision shouldn't be the only thing she relies on,

and some interesting thoughts on what it's like for an entire race of ponies to be gone for a thousand

years.Okay, I'll address my one real complaint about the book now. The "villain", if she can be

called one, Olivine. She is apparently the Crystal Empire's Diamond Tiara. The girl is a moody little

brat who is upset that no one pays attention to her or wants to be her friend, but the reason no pony

wants to is because she's so strung up and moody. You've probably come across her

character-type before, to be honest. However, what really bugs me is that is what she does, and

what doesn't happen to her.She sabotages the garden with plants that drive ponies into laughing fits

for HOURS, among other things. Have you ever laughed until you hurt? Yeah, now imagine doing

that for hours and hours...Thus, Olivine most likely causes physical torture to ponies, endangers the

Crystal Heart (and she knew the Crystal Heart was in danger because she saw it at the start),

thereby endangering the whole Empire--because if the Heart fails, the Empire is overtaken by the

Frozen North--but she gets off pretty much scot-free. Yes, she gets about two sentences worth of

stern talking to from her mom, but that's it. Now, I didn't want her thrown in a dungeon, but maybe

ground her or something?Thankfully, the rest of the book is about Cadance running around trying to

fix the garden, and in doing so we get a glimpse at her character AWAY from the other Princesses,

and even Shining Armor, which is a nice change. It's fun to see what this Alicorn is like when she's

alone. Fun fact: turns out she's a total slob, tossing her clothing all over her room instead of hanging

it up. It's little things like that that really make this book fun to read.And what's Shining Armor doing

during this? Well...let's get into those potential season six SPOILERS, shall we? Starting with our



Prince.Shining Armor receives a letter from Princess Celestia, and it clearly bugs him. However,

when Cadance asks to see it, he hides it from her, telling her that she should just worry about fixing

the garden and the Heart. When pressed, all he says is that Princess Celestia wants him to train

more soldiers. And that's it. We're never told what was in the letter, or why Celestia suddenly felt like

he should train more guards. Convenient excuse to get Shining Armor out of the book, or a hint that

something is going down in the Crystal Empire soon? Remember, if you will, the lone Changeling

we saw at the end of the The Crystalling...Next is Princess Cadance's sudden ability to get future

vision--or rather, she's had this ability since she was little. What, you didn't know that? Oh, come on.

She got it when she defeated Prismia. Don't remember who that is? She's the pony that Cadance

mentions in Twilight's book. Honestly, can we just get an episode showing how this Alicorn came to

be? It sounds like she's got a pretty killer backstory, taking down an enchantress when she was just

a filly. I wouldn't be surprised if this new power shows up in a future episode as well.But now for the

real killer--or maybe I'm just missing an episode or my memory is going. Has Princess Cadance

ever spent time with the CMC in the show? If she has, please tell me, because I don't remember it.

Yet in the book, she says that she just recently had them remind her about how a cutie mark doesn't

define you, it's just a part of you. Or something like that; I'm paraphrasing. The point is, it made it

sound like Cadance had been struggling with her cutie mark--or maybe one of her subjects

was--and the CMC came in the help. Correct me if I'm wrong, but not only does that sound

EXACTLY like what the CMC do now that they have their cutie marks, but we also haven't SEEN

them doing this yet. At least not with Cadance around. Future episode, perhaps? I think so.Bottom

Line: Cadance's adventure is going on a grand epic like Celestia's, nor is it dealing with grief and

guilt like Luna's, but hers is no less fun to read. We get to see a side of her that hasn't really had a

chance to shine in the show just yet (if you're read the comics, you've probably got a better grasp of

her character), and it's kind of interesting seeing how some of these Crystal Ponies cope with being

gone for so long. I just wish Olivine's character had gone more along the lines of, "I was just trying

to help but goofed!" instead of the moody angst

"I'm-going-to-ruin-your-fun-because-you're-ignoring-me" character.

My Great-Grandaughter loves My Little Pony books.

BIG Cadance fan and wanted to get the book

Got for my niece. Fun for her



Great series!
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